A cellular manufacturing system is a kind of lean and flexible manufacturing systems in which a worker or a group of workers carry out all assembly processes of a product. Assembly times of workers are generally improved in an exponential manner by repeating same assembly processes. However, the workers in the cellular manufacturing system are not provided with enough time to learn the assembly processes, since product mixes and production volumes are changeable in a short period of time. The objective of this study is to propose a work instruction system for untrained workers in assembly cells to understand the assembly processes quickly and reduce their assembly times of products without repeating same assembly processes. This study firstly records workers' assembly processes by using video equipment and analyzes the learning processes of the workers in order to propose an effective strategy for the workers to reduce the assembly processes in the cellular manufacturing system. According to the proposed strategy, a prototype of a work instruction system is developed for untrained workers in assembly cells. The prototype system provides graphical user interfaces explaining the information of assembly processes for the workers to facilitate understanding the assembly processes. Some experiments are carried out for assembling same toy cars built with Lego blocks in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the developed work instruction system. Experimental results of the proposed work instruction system are compared with the ones of a simple work instruction system. Through the comparison, it is recognized that the proposed work instruction system is superior to the simple work instruction system from the viewpoint of the reduction of assembly times. At the last part of this study, we propose a prediction method of assembly times of workers by measuring biological information as a heart rate, in order to carry out dynamic production management through the work instruction system.
Introduction
Cellular manufacturing systems are well known as lean and flexible manufacturing systems for assembly processes (Iwamuro, 2002) . A worker or a group of workers carry out all assembly processes of a product in the cellular manufacturing systems. The cellular manufacturing systems require a suitable planning method to keep the production capacity in the case where unforeseen changes, such as delays of assembly processes, occur during the progress of assembly processes. Previous studies have proposed a dynamic task reallocation and rescheduling method to modify the disturbed production schedules (Tanimizu, et al., 2010) .
In general, the assembly times of workers are improved in an exponential manner by repeating the same assembly processes. Traditional mass-production systems, such as line production systems, deal with the reduction of assembly times of products generated in large numbers at steady-state conditions. However, the workers in the cellular manufacturing systems are not provided with enough time to learn the assembly processes, since product mixes and production volumes are changeable in a short period of time.
The objective of this study is to propose a strategy for untrained workers in assembly cells to reduce their assembly times of products without repeating same assembly processes and for a production management system to control them in real time. This study firstly records workers' assembly processes by using video equipment and analyzes the learning processes of the workers in order to propose an effective strategy for the workers to reduce the assembly processes in the cellular manufacturing systems. According to the proposed strategy, a prototype of a work instruction system is developed for an assembly cell. The prototype system provides graphical user interfaces explaining the information of assembly processes for untrained workers to facilitate understanding the assembly processes. Some experiments are carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of the developed work instruction system. At the last part of this study, we propose a prediction method of assembly times of workers by measuring biological information as a heart rate, in order to carry out dynamic production management through the work instruction system. The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains a cellular manufacturing system and a learning process of a worker. Section 3 analyzes an actual assembly process and provides a strategy for untrained workers to quickly learn the assembly processes. Section 4 presents a developed work instruction system and demonstrates results of experiments. Finally, Section 5 discusses a prediction approach of assembly times of workers.
Cellular manufacturing systems 2.1 Characteristics of cellular manufacturing systems
The cellular manufacturing system is a kind of lean and flexible manufacturing systems for assembly processes. A worker or a group of workers assembles individual products in the cellular manufacturing systems. The cellular manufacturing systems are recognized to have the following characteristics.
・ Providing flexibility for variations of product mix and production volumes. ・ Being motivational for workers due to be in charge of assembling the whole products. ・ Improving productivity due to high motivation of workers. ・ Reducing work-in-process inventories and workspace.
The most typical cellular manufacturing systems locate working tables around a worker for assembling products. The working area constructed by the working tables is called 'cell'. Each worker is provided with assembling tools and jigs in the cell. The workers assemble various products, based on a predetermined production schedule.
Learning processes of workers
A learning curve of a worker is considered in the generation of a production schedule in the previous studies (Biskup, 1999) (Tanimizu, et al., 2010) . The processing times of the following tasks are smaller than their normal processing times because of the learning effect. The learning effect shows that a worker is trained by repeating same assembly processes. We apply a typical learning curve which shows that the processing time by the worker is improved in an exponential manner by repeating the same tasks, as shown in Fig. 1 . Wright (1936) observed that the cumulative average time per unit decreases by a fixed percentage each time cumulative production doubles over time (Yelle, 1979) . The relationship between cumulative output and time can be represented by the following equations.
Where, H N cumulative average time of tasks assembled H 1 processing time required to assemble the first task N cumulative number of tasks assembled a learning index.
Where, b learning rate
In the case where the cumulative average time per unit falls by 10% each time cumulative production doubles, it describes a curve of 90% learning rate which is obtained from the learning index of -0.152.
A skilled worker has a higher learning rate than an untrained worker. As shown in the figure, a learning curve of a skilled worker describes a gradual slope, since the worker still has enough skills and knowledge to assemble the products. The skilled workers can assemble the products in a short period of time from the first time they assemble the products. On the other hand, a learning curve of an untrained worker describes an exponential decrease. The untrained worker may need a long time to assemble the first product, but decrease assembly times of the following products exponentially.
Objective of this study
According to the learning curves of workers, it is important that the assembly times of first products should be reduced in order to increase the productivity of the cellular manufacturing systems. The workers in the cellular manufacturing systems are not provided with enough time to learn the assembly processes, since product mixes and production volumes are changeable in a short period of time. In a traditional mass-production system, such as a line production system, it is important to decrease assembly times of products generated in large numbers at steady-state conditions, since a lot of same products are continuously generated in the mass-production system, as shown in Fig.  2(a) . On the other hand, the product life cycle in recent years is shorter in a various kinds of small quantity production system, such as a cellular manufacturing system, than the traditional mass-production system. Then, the assembly times of first products should be decreased in a cellular manufacturing system, as shown in Fig. 2 
(b).
The objective of this study is to provide a work instruction system for untrained workers in an assembly cell to reduce their assembly times of the first products without repeating same assembly processes and to control the whole assembly processes in real time. The system facilitates untrained workers to carry out assembly processes in a short period of time as a skilled worker, even if the untrained workers have been given no detail information about the assembly processes.
Improvement of Learning Processes 3.1 Analysis of assembly processes of workers
This study divides an assembly time into two time elements, i.e. an actual assembly time and an assembly preparation time. The actual assembly time represents a time taken to actually assemble a product by a worker. The assembly preparation time means a time taken to carry out all operations except for the actual assembly process. A recognition of an assembly operation, a search for an appropriate part for assembling, an identification of a place for assembling a part are typical activities for the assembly preparation time.
Some experiments are carried out in order to estimate the variations of both the actual assembly time and the assembly preparation time. A worker continuously assembles the same five assembly products built with Lego blocks with a manual. The worker is given no information about assembly processes before the experiments. The workers' assembly processes are recorded on video equipment and analyzed to estimate both the actual assembly time and the assembly preparation time for the five products. Figure 3 shows a variation of assembly times. The horizontal axis shows the number of products. The vertical axis shows the assembly time of each product. As shown in this figure, the decrease of assembly times represents a typical learning process of the worker. The dark red-colored bars and the light blue-colored bars on the figure represent the actual assembly times and the assembly preparation times, respectively. The decrease of assembly preparation times is much larger than the one of actual assembly times. The assembly preparation times decrease in an exponential manner. It can be assumed that the worker spends a lot of time trying to understand the information about the assembly process of the product, such as the structure of products and the procedure for assembling products. On the other hand, the worker cannot reduce the actual operation times of the second or later products than the one of the first product, since the assembly activities of the product are not difficult for the worker. Therefore, the decrease of assembly preparation times is more important than the one of actual assembly times, in the case where a high level of skill was not necessary for the worker to assemble the product. Figure 3 also indicates that the assembly preparation time of the first product should be reduced by facilitating the learning process of the worker in order to improve the productivity of the cellular manufacturing system. 
Categorization of learning
This paper categorizes the learning process into two types of acquiring processes of information, i.e., the skill and the knowledge. According to the Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary & Thesaurus (Cambridge dictionaries online, 2013), the skill is determined as an ability to do an activity or job well, especially because you have practiced it. On the other hand, the knowledge is determined as understanding of or information about a subject that you get by experience or study, either known by one person or by people generally in the Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary & Thesaurus (Cambridge dictionaries online, 2013).
The skill for assembling products can be related to the actual assembly time. If the assembly activity is easy to carry out and the workers need not new skills to do better operations than the existing workers' ability, the workers cannot expect to decrease the actual assembly times by repeating same assembly processes. It depends on the workers' own athletic and physical performances. The assembly preparation time may be related to the knowledge for assembly processes. The understanding of assembly processes is a key activity to reduce the assembly preparation times. Then, this study proposes a work instruction strategy for untrained workers to quickly acquire the knowledge of assembly processes and to reduce the assembly preparation time of the first product.
Effects on learning curves by knowledge acquisition
We assumed in the previous section that the reduction of a assembly time depends on acquiring the knowledge of assembly processes. As proof of this, we carry out some experiments in this section and verify whether the workers with the knowledge of assembly processes can finish assembling the products earlier than the ones without the knowledge of assembly processes.
In the initial conditions, two workers (worker A and worker B) have already acquired the knowledge of assembly processes of a product by reading a manual before the experiment. On the other hand, the other two workers (worker C and worker D) have been given no information about the assembly processes. All the workers assemble the same five products continuously. The normalized cumulative average assembly times for the four workers are summarized as lines on Fig. 4 . The experimental results show that the acquired knowledge can reduce the assembly time of the first product. It improves the workers' performances as high as a skilled worker, since the curved lines of the normalized cumulative average assembly times of worker A and worker B gradually decrease like a line of a skilled worker described in Fig. 1 . This result shows that the facilitation of workers' learning processes can effectively reduce the assembly times and increase the productivity of the assembly cells. 
Work instruction strategy
This study proposes a work instruction strategy for untrained workers in assembly cells to facilitate acquiring the knowledge of assembly processes. If the workers receive the appropriate knowledge of assembly processes from a work instruction system, the workers' assembly times can be decreased from even the first product like a skilled worker. The relationships among assembly parts are described as knowledge from the viewpoints of the following two aspects in this study.
1. Whole-part relationships. It represents the composition relationships among assembly parts. Workers recognize the structure of the product from the whole-part relationships. 2. Precedence relationships. It shows the sequence of assembly processes. Workers recognize the order in which the parts are assembled.
The workers acquire the knowledge of assembly processes by receiving the information about assembly processes adding the two relationships among assembly parts. In the next section, we carry out some experiments to verify the effectiveness of the proposed strategy.
Work instruction system for assembly cells 4.1 Development of work instruction system
A prototype of a work instruction system for assembly cells has been developed to evaluate the proposed work instruction strategy. The prototype system has been implemented using a Windows-based personal computer. The workers can easily receive the information about assembly processes through a touch screen. In the experiments, the workers continuously assemble same toy cars built with Lego blocks. Figure 5 shows an example of interfaces of the developed work instruction system. The left-hand window on the figure represents the information about whole-part relationships among parts. The precedence relationships among assembly processes are represented on the upper right-hand windows. They display the previous and next assembly operations. The prototype system facilitates acquiring knowledge about the structure of the product and the assembly processes of the product for workers even if the workers have no experience of assembling the product. Then, the workers can complete assembling the product within a short period of time from even the first product. Buttons on the lower right window are used for the workers to see the next assembly operation or to take back to the last assembly operation. 
Experimental results and comparison
Experiments on an assembly cell have been carried out by using the developed work instruction system. Ten college students continuously carried out assembly processes of the same five products. They have been given no information about assembly processes of the product before the experiments. The experimental results are summarized in Table 1 . As shown in the table, the assembly times gradually decrease in all the cases.
The experimental results of the developed work instruction system are compared with the ones of a simple work instruction system implemented in this section in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed work instruction strategy. The simple work instruction system shows the workers only a current assembly operation. Therefore, neither the whole-part relationships nor the precedence relationships are described on the interfaces of the simple work instruction system.
As the comparative experiments, other ten college students carried out assembly processes of the same five products by using the simple work instruction system. They also had been given no information about the assembly processes of the product before the experiments. The experimental results are also summarized in Table 1 . The assembly times of the products exponentially decrease as shown in the table.
The average assembly time of the first product assembled by using the developed work instruction system is shorter than the one of the first product assembled without the work instruction system, as shown in Table 1 . It means that the proposed work instruction system can facilitate learning the assembly processes for the college students and reducing their assembly times of products without repeating same assembly processes. The average learning rates are estimated at 82.8 % and 73.2 % for the college students using the proposed work instruction system and the ones using the simple work instruction system, respectively. A t-test was used for testing differences between the two means of learning rates (p<0.01). The proposed work instruction system makes a learning rate of a student higher like a skilled worker.
Prediction of assembly times of workers for dynamic production management 5.1 Concept of dynamic production management
The estimated decrease of assembly times is applied to a dynamic task reallocation and rescheduling method proposed in the previous studies (Tanimizu, et al., 2010) . As previously mentioned, a learning curve of a worker is used in the generation of a production schedule. However, a production schedule requires a closer estimate of the decrease of assembly times in order to generate an accurate production schedule for cellular manufacturing systems.
This study proposes a dynamic production management which includes a work instruction system, a dynamic task reallocation and rescheduling system, and an assembly time prediction system in consideration of learning effects of workers. In this section, we try to find a new approach for estimating accurate assembly times of workers. An assembly time prediction system estimates the decrease of workers' assembly times by using some additional information during their assembly processes and provides the accurate value of assembly time with a dynamic task reallocation and rescheduling system. Then, the suitable plans of task reallocation and reschedule are generated through dynamic production management. 
Prediction method of assembly time by measuring biological information
We consider a prediction method of the decrease of assembly times by measuring the biological information, such as a heart rate, of a worker in order to estimate workers' level of understanding of assembly processes. Several studies have successfully used heart rate as informative index to study feedback learning (Crone, et al., 2006; Groen, et al., 2007; Van Duijvenvoorde, et al., 2013) . These studies have recorded heart rate to argument performance measures of feedback learning. The heart rate means the speed of heartbeat. It is expressed as the number of the heartbeat per minute. The heartbeat is the movement or sound that the heart makes as it sends blood around the body (Cambridge dictionaries online, 2013). Figure 6 shows a model of electrocardiographic waveform which represents a graphical recording of the cardiac cycle produced by an electrocardiograph. The time intervals of the R-wave peaks of heartbeat in the electrocardiographic waveform, as shown in Fig. 6 , are conventionally named the R-R interval.
The heart rate variability can detect the autonomic nervous system activity. Spectral transformation of the variation in beat-to-beat intervals estimates the high frequency activity, which is called as 'HF' (Suetake, et al., 2010) . The variation of HF is commonly known to be related to the parasympathetic nervous system activity. The variation of HF is assumed to be related to the degree of knowledge acquisition in this study. The mental load degree of worker is considered to be reduced by increasing the level of understanding.
A power spectral analysis of heart rate variability is carried out for a frequency analysis of electrocardiographic waveform. Time series data of R-R intervals is generated and resampled by intervals of a second. A power spectrum distribution, as shown in Fig. 7 , is obtained by analyzing the frequency of R-R intervals by using the fast Fourier transform. The HF activity is calculated based on the integral from 0.15 Hz to 0.40 Hz of the frequency. 
Experiments and discussion
We carried out some experiments on an assembly cell and monitored the heart rates of workers for detecting their autonomic nervous system activities, in order to investigate the relationship between the variation of HF and the decrease of assembly time by the knowledge acquisition. Nine college students continuously carried out assembly processes of the same five products. Their heart rates were monitored by using a wearable heartbeat sensor which was about the size of four centimeters square. The sensor was attached on the chests of the students. We can receive the information about the heart rates of the students from the sensor in real time and analyze the variation of HF according to the heart rate variability of the students. Figure 8 shows the experimental results. The vertical axis shows the normalized values of HF. As shown in the figure, the parasympathetic nervous system activities of the workers tend to be revitalized by iteration of assembly processes. The experimental results indicate the qualitative correlation between the level of understanding and the degree of parasympathetic nervous system activities of the workers. However, the quantitative evaluation may be required for the dynamic production management system to predict the decrease of assembly times of workers. Future studies will discuss integration of multiple biological information of worker in order to establish a quantitative correlation between the level of understanding and the biological information and complete a dynamic production management system for cellular manufacturing systems.
Conclusions
Cellular manufacturing systems have attracted attention in recent years as lean and flexible manufacturing systems for assembly processes. This study proposes a work instruction strategy for untrained workers in assembly cells to acquire the knowledge of assembly processes in a short period of time without repeating same assembly processes and reduce the assembly time of even the first product. A prototype of a work instruction system is developed and some experiments are carried out for assembling toy cars built with Lego blocks. Experimental results of the proposed work instruction system are compared with the ones of a simple work instruction system. Twenty cases of experimental results show that the workers with the use of the developed prototype system can reduce their assembly times more than the ones without the use of the prototype system from the first product. The learning curves of the untrained workers using the proposed work instruction system shows gradual declines as the ones of the skilled workers. At the last part of this study, a prediction method of assembly times of workers is proposed to develop a dynamic production management system which includes a work instruction system and a dynamic task reallocation and rescheduling system. Biological information, such as a heart rate of worker, is used to estimate the decrease of assembly times. Some experiments are carried out to investigate the relationship between the heart rate variability and the decrease of assembly time by iteration of assembly processes. 
